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We provide the services of carpet and upholstery cleaning with the unique method of carpet and upholstery cleaning
with water extraction system with the help of PH balance formula and we provide fumigation and floor polishing with
the best method please give us one chance to prove these services
We provide the services at the following rates if area above to 1000 Sq ft in which not included sales tax.
Payment at the end of work
Daily vacuuming is the most important cleaning activity, but deep extraction cleaning must be performed to remove
stubborn or embedded soil. The Carpet and Rug Institute recommends that carpet be dry or wet extraction cleaned a
minimum of every 3 or 6 months before it shows soiling.
The soil is components (oil, water, resin) the fluid soil is cleaned with chemical process while the dry soil is generally
removed with a vacuum. This fluid soil is generally acids as are most spots spills and stains and must first neutralize
before it can be removed. Soil can affect the color and strength and life of the fiber soil is very dangerous for the
carpet and health so every 3 or 6 months must be cleaned carpet
Thanking and assuring you for the best of our services at all time and we are very hopeful to hearing from very soon
For pak.crystal clear services
call us for inquiries 03222216341
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